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Introduction

Let X be a smooth irreducible algebraic curve of genus g over a field k of
characteristic 0, and I be a prime number. For each w=l, 2, •••, consider the
configuration space

for

Then the Galois group G?λ(kjk) acts outerly on the pro-/ fundamental group

p.=*if-'(y.);

The main purpose of this paper is to prove that φn has the same kernel for all
sufficiently large n>no—no(X[ky I) (Theorem 2, §4). For example, we can take
no=l ifg> 1 and Xis affine, nQ=2 if g>ly and nQ=4 in all cases. This theorem
is based on some group theoretic property of Out Pn (Theorem 1, § 1).

The present work grew out of our previous work [7], [8] and [6].

1. The statement of Theorem 1

1.1. Let Xcpt be a compact Riemann surface of genus £>0, and X=Xcpt\
{au "*,ar} (r>0) be the complement of r distinct points au •••, ar in Xcpt.
For each integer w>l, consider the configuration space

YΛ = FO,UX= i(pu-,pn)^Xn;pi*Pj for ίΦ;} ,

and let ̂ (Yn, b) be its fundamental group with a base point b=(bly •••, bn). It
is the pure braid group of X with n strands. For each i (l<i<n, n>2), the
projection

1. This work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, The Ministry of Educa-
tion, Science and Culture.
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V * * / t i \ J r i y y χ f i / \ J r ±y y s t y y j

is a locally trivial topological fibering (cf. [2], § 1.2).

It induces a short homotopy exact sequence

(1.1.2)
., bh - , bΛ}, , b)

because (i) the fiber of (1.1.1) above (bu •••,&,-, •••,£>») can be identified with

X\{*i> " ι bh •••, όw} which is connected, and (ii) 7Γ2(Fn>1)={l} ([2], Prop. 1.3).

For each i (ί<i<n), the group πι(X\{bί9 •••,&,•> '"> n̂}> *, ) is generated by

the elements #y°, J^ 0 , ^i° (l<j<g, \<k<r-\-n, Λφr+z) described by the loops

in Fig. 1. These generators satisfy a single defining relation

(1.1.3)

It is free of rank 2 ^ + r + n — 2 . As is well-known, these elements # (/ }, j ^ f ) ,

for all i generate ^(Yn, 6) (with more relations than (1.1.3) for all i).

Figure 1

1.2. Now fix a prime number /, and pass to the pro-/ completions. Call

W\ Pn) PΆ^Pn-i) the pro-/ completions of the groups

(1.2.1) ^(X\{bly . " , bi9 - . , *,}, όf

respectively. Then since the leftmost group of (1.2.1) is free, the exact sequence
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(1.1.2) induces that of pro-/ groups

([1], Prop. 3; cf. also [6], Lemma 7.1.2). Call Nίn(2) the minimal closed nor-
mal subgroup of N(

n

n containing [Ni*\ Ni%)] (the closure of the algebraic commu-
tator) together with all the jar£°(l <k<r+n, kφr+i). Here and in what follows,
we shall use the same notation (e.g., zi0) for an element of a group and its image
in the pro-/ completion. The notation Ni{)(2) refers to a filtration defined later
(§3.2).

When i=n, we shall often suppress the superscript (i) and write as Nn=
_/V̂ n^ x yCw^ e t c

1.3. Now assume

w>2, if g > 1 and r > 1, or

£ = 0 and r > 3,

(1.3.1) rc>3, if £ > 1 and r = 0, or

g = 0 and r ~ 2,

n>4, if £ = 0 and r = 1,

«>5, if £ = r = 0 .

Our first main result is the following

Theorem 1. Let n be as in (1.3.1), and σ be an automorphism of Pn which
stabilizes Nn and induces an inner automorphism of Pn-\—PnlNn. If σ satisfies
moreover the following conditions (σl), (σ2), then σ itself is an inner automorphism.

(σl) σ(zii))r^>z(ki) ( ~ : Pn-conjugacy) for all i, k (l<i<n, \<k<r-{-n,
kφr-\-i)y

(σ2) σ stabilizes Niι) and acts trivially on its quotient mod N(J\2) (\<i<ri).

Remark. We do not know whether our assumption (1.3.1) for n is the
best possible; especially whether the theorem is still valid when g>2, r—0, n=2.

2. Key lemmas for the proof of Theorem 1

2.1. The element z=z[n) will play a special role in the sequel. Note
that the loop with base point bn defining z (Fig. 1) is a "trip" around ax if r>0,
but if r = 0 it is a trip around bλ. Our proof of Theorem 1 will be based on the
following two key lemmas. Here and in what follows, if gly "*,gr are elements
of a topological group G, (gu •• ,<§

f

r)> will denote the smallest closed subgroup of
G containing gu , gr.

Lemma A. Let C be the centralizer of z in Pn. Then (i) Pn=C-Nn, (it)
Of)Ntt=<z>.
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is close to giving a splitting of the projection Pn->PnjNn.
Put

W= {Xj,yj (l<j<g), *, (2<k<r+n-2)}

Note that W U {z} is a set of free generators of Nn.

Lemma B. For each w&W, there exists a subset S=SwcPn such that

(i) SczNin-λ\
(ii) the centralizer of S in Nn = N(

n

n) is <jo9 5r> .

2.2. Proof of Lemma A. To check (i) it suffices to show that if w is one
of the generators x{j\y{f\ z[l) of Pn then wzw~ι is conjugate to z by an element
of πi(X\{&i, , δn-i}, bn) (dNn). The following explicit formula for wzw"1

proves its validity.

wzw"1 = n(w) zn(w)~ι, where

n(w) = 1 , for all other w.

This settles the proof of (i). The statement (ii) is obvious, as z can be
chosen to be one of the free generators of NH.

2.3. Reducing Lemma B to Lemma B\ For each w^W, call a(w)

Figure 2
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the element of

πiX\{bly -., i,.2 > A,}, A.-i) ( C J V H

defined by the loop described in Fig. 2.

It is clear that a(w) commutes with z and also with any w'ξ=Wy w'Φw.

Lemma B\ The centralizer of a(w) in Nn=Nitt) is precisely ζW\ {w}, #>.

We shall reduce Lemma B to Lemma B\ Assume Lemma B\ and set

Sw= ia(w');w'ςΞWyw'

Then SwaNίn-1\ and

the centralizer of Sw in Nn = Π
W

which implies Lemma B. The last equality is because W U {z} is a set of free
generators of Nn(ste Cor. of Lemma 2.4.2, §2.4). Thus, Lemma B is reduced
to Lemma B\

2.4. Proof of Lemma B' We know that Nn is free on W\J{z}. Let

τ=τw denote the automorphism of Nn defined by the outer α(zϋ)-conjugation

T: v -* a(w) v a(w)~λ (v^Nn).

We know that

τ(w') = w', w'(ΞW\{w}

τ(z) = z,

and our task is to show that Nl=(W\{w}, #> (Nτ

n: the τ-invariant elements of
Nn; the inclusion 3 is obvious). So, what we do is to write down τ(w) ex-
plicitly and, using the ''difference'' between τ(w) and w, to show that the T-
invariant elements of Nn cannot "contain" w.

First we prove the case zv=Xj. (The case w=yj is essentially the same and
will be omitted.)

The effect of r on Nn is given by

r(xj) = Xj Aj Zr+n-i ΔJ1 (Δ ; = yj xjιyf [xj+i>yj+i]-[xg9yg]),

τ(to) = w (WZΞW\ ixj} U{z}).

Fix an isomorphism of the completed group algebra Zt [[Nn]] of Nn over the
ring of /-adic integers Zx and the noncommutative power series algebra Λ =
Zf[[Xl9 - , Z ^ , Yu - , Yg,Zu - , Z r + n _ 2 ] ] Λ , over Z, with 2 ^ + r + w - 2 indeter-
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minates such that

Here, we regard Λ as being equipped with the graduation which assigns Xjy Y.
(l<j<g) degree 1 and Zk(l<k<r+n—2) degree 2. Extend τ to an auto-
morphism of Λ. For each m>ίy let Im denote the ideal of Λ consisting of all
power series whose lowest degree is greater than or equal to m. Then the ef-
fect of T on Iλjlz is

r{X}) = Xj- Σ (Xk Yt- Yk X^-^X ,

r{X{) = X, (f Φ j ) , τ(F,.) = Yt (1 <i<g),

τ(Zk) = Zk(l<k<r+n-2).

We claim that for every m

Γ homogeneous elements of degree m Λ

^2 A i \ I not containing X. J

Γ homogeneous elements Ί

I of degree m-\-\ J

The inclusion D is clear. Let {fμ\ μ^M} be the set of all monomials of degree
m which contain Xj. (M is a finite set of indices.) It suffices to show that the
elements τ(fμ)—fμ (/ί£M) are linearly independent over Zh To show this, we
proceed by double induction on the invariants a(fμ) and b(fμ) defined as follows.
We define a{fμ) to be the sum of degrees of indeterminates which do not lie left
on the leftmost Xj in fμ. The invariant b(fμ) is defined to be the number of
XiYi, YiX{ (/Φj) and Zk{l<k<r+n~2) which appear on the left of the left-
most Xj in fμ. For example, when j = l and m=6, a(Yx Y2X1Z1X1)=4 (recall
that deg (Zk) = 2), a(XtXlYl) = 5, a(X1Z

2

1Yι) = 6 etc., b(Y1Y2X1Z1X1) = 0,
b(X2 Y2 X1 Zx YΊ)=1, b{Zx X2 Y2 X2 Xi)=3 etc. Assume that a relation

holds. If a(fμ)=1 and b(fμ)=O9 then fμ=f Xj where / ' is of degree m—\ and
does not contain Xjy X{ Yh Y{Xi (iΦj) nor Zk(l<k<r~\-n—2). For this we
have

ΛU)-U = -/' ώ {Xi Yι- YiX{)+r|2^} -f'Xi γ,+r γ,χ, •

Look at the term/7
 YJXJ. This can never be supplied by any other τ(fr)—fμ.'

(/i'GM). Hence we must have cμ=0 for such μ^M that a(fμ)—\ and b(fμ)=
0. Let ά>\. Assume that ^μ/=0 for all i Έ M s u c h that a(fμ.')<a and b{f^) =
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0. Let fμ. be an element with a(fμ)=a and b(fμ)=0. Then we can write fμ=
f'Xjf" where/' does not contain Xjy X{ Yiy Y,X, ( ί φ j ) nor Zk(l<k<r+n—2)
and deg(/")=α—1. For this we have

The term / ' YjXJ" cannot be cancelled out by any other terms in τ(/μ)—fμ
itself. If £μφθ, the term Cμ.(f YjXjf") should be cancelled out by some term
in another Cμ/(τ(fμ/)—fμf) (μ'Φμ) But then/*/ must be of the form/' Y.X.f"
with deg(/"')—a—2. By the induction hypothesis we have Cμ.'=0, hence
c μ =0. Thus we conclude by induction that Cj*=O for all /ίGilί such that

0. Let α > l , b>0 and assume that έΓμ=O for all μ^M such that either

a(fμ)>a and ft(/μ) - b—1

or

/μ) = έ ,_ l and

μ be an element such that a(fμ)=a, b(fμ)=b and vίήtefμ=fXjf", deg(/")
. Then

The term/' Y-X^j" can appear in another τ(fμ/)—fμ/ only if/μ/ is of the form
/' YjXjf" or /it/ is such that a(fμ.')>a and b(fμ')=b—l. By the induction hy-
pothesis, we conclude that £μ=0. This settles the proof of the claim (2.4.1).

Now if an element i/GJVB is fixed by T, then by the claim above we have

•••, Xjy •••, -Ŷ , Yu

In particular

By Lemma 2.4.2 below we conclude from this that

Lemma 2.4.2. Let F be a free pro-l group of rank r>2 with free generators
xly "\xr and Λ be its completed group algebra over Zt\ Λ=Z'/[[ί1]]. If g^F is
such that

for some s (l<s<r), theng^ζxly •••, x$y.
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Proof. Let H=ζxly •••, #4>. Define Zι[[F/H]]y a topological left Λ-
module as follows. For each finite quotient F-+F of F, let H denote the image
of H. Consider Zx [[F/H]] as a left F-module, and take the limit Zx [[F/H]] : =
lim Zι [[F/H]] which is a left Λ-module. Let v be the element of Zι [[F/H]] cor-
responding to H. Then Xtv—v i.e., (#, —1) υ=0 (l<i<s). Therefore,

Therefore, gv=υ, and hence g^H.

Corollary. Le£ F be as above. For I a {I, ---,r}, define FI=<jκi\
ThenFrnFj=Fίtϊj(IJ<z{l,-,r}).

This completes the proof in case of w—xr

As for w=zk, we use the normal graduation of Λ, namely, every indeter-
minate has degree 1. The action of r on Nn is given by

Again extend T to an automorphism of Λ. Let / be the augmentation ideal of
Λ. Then T keeps Im and the effect of T on IjP is

As before it suffices to show that for every m

Γ homogeneous elements of degree m )
I^\τ(f)=f}=\ * . *

[ not containing Zk J

I homogeneous elements j

(of degree w+1 J

Let {fμ\ /iGM} be the set of all monomials of degree m which contain Zk. We
only need to show that the elements τ(fμ)—fμ.(μ^M) are linearly independent
over Zh and this will be established by single induction on the invariant a(fμ)
of fμ. defined as the number of indeterminates which do not lie left on the left-
most Zk in/μ.. The argument is similar to that in the first step (case b(fμ)=O)
of previous double induction in case w=Xj and is omitted here.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

3.1. First, we need:

Claim 1. Each inner automorphism σ of Pn satisfies {σ\), (σ2).
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Proof. It suffices to show that any inner automorphism of Pn acts trivially
on iVί°/W}(2). But Pn being generated by the x{j\y{f\ zi*\ it suffices to show
that if w and w' belong to this set of generators of Pn and if w^Nin then

w'ww' If either w=x{/) and w'=y^p or w=y(-f) and wf=x{jk)

, w'ww'~ι w~1=[w', w] is given as follows and is contained in N{n\2):

r+k+l) *r+k

x

In other cases, w'ww'~ι is iV£f^conjugate to w and hence [w', , Nin]C.

Now let ^, r, w be as (1.3.1), and σ be an automorphism of Pn which stabilizes
Λ̂ ,̂ induces an inner automorphism of Pn-λ^PnjNny and satisfies the conditions
(σl), (σ2) of Theorem 1.

Claim 2. We may assume that (i) σz=z, (ii) σ acts trivially on PΛ/iVM.

Proof. Obvious, by (σl), Claim 1 and Lemma A(i).
Let Wbe the subset of Nn defined in §2.1.

Claim 3. For each W^LW, σw^ζw,#>.

Proof. Let 5 = ^ be the subset of iV?"1} in Lemma B. Then by Lemma
B, it suffices to show that σw^Nn and that σw centralizes S. As σNn—Nny the
first assertion is obvious. To prove the second, take any ί G S . By Claim 2,
σz=z and σ acts trivially mod Nn. As σz=z, we have σO=C. But SczC
(Lemma B); hence σ (s) s~x^C f)Nn=(zy. On the other hand, as σ stabilizes
also Nίn~λ\ and SciVίT1), we have σ(s) s'^Nΐ'l). But iV^- i>Π<^>={l}, as
can be checked easily by considering the geometric meaning of the projection of
z on PΛ/Λ/"̂ ~1}. (This is where we need the assumption n>3 if r = 0 , a part of
(1.3.1).) Therefore, σs—s for all ί G S . Since w centralizes S, σw centralizes
σS= S. Therefore, σw e ζw3 #>.

3.2. We shall use the invariance of the relation (1.1.3) by the action of
σ, and the above Claim 3, to push σ nearer to 1. The method we employ is
a pro-/ Lie calculus. We shall suppress also the subscript n, and write often as
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N=Nn=Nin\ etc. We shall first look at the action of σ on N.
By (σl), (σ2), we may put

σzk = ukzkujι (2<k<r+n— 1),

with sJ9 fyeΛΓ(2) and uk*ΞN (cf. §2.2). By Claim 3,

(3.2.1) J y e<* y ,*>, t^<yj9zy (l<j<g)

and

(3.2.2) ukzkUkl^<%k,zy (2<k<r+n-2).

From the last inclusion we shall deduce:

Claim 4.

Proof. Consider the free differentiation w.r.t. the basis xu " 9Xg,yi9 •••,

i> '"> ̂ r+«-2 Then for

0 = ̂ -(uk zk ulι) = (l-uk zk z/Γ1) ψ-.

Since the element 1— ukzkUkl in ̂ /[[ΛΓ]] is not a zero divisor ([5], Lemma 3.1),

we have-^-=0. From this and Lemma 2.4.2 we conclude that uk^<^zky #>.
dw

Our next goal is to prove:

Claim 5. σ acts trivially on N {In other terms, Sj=tj=uk=l, allj, k.).

Proof. Assume first that £>0. Let {N{m)}m^ι be the central filtration
of the group N=N(l)=Nn which was defined and studied in [8]. It is the
filtration such that

(i) the degrees of x- and y. (ί<j<g) are 1 (i.e., ΛJy, j>yeiV(l)yV(2)), and
the degrees of zk(l<k<r+n-l) are 2 (syeiV(2)VV(3)),

(ii) the degree of a commutator [#, y] is the sum of degrees of x and y.
We have [N(m), N(ή)](ZN(m+n) and, in particular, gr*1 N:=N(tn)IN(m+l) is
a ^/-module. Under the commutator operation, the ^/-module

L:=gτN=®gvmN

has a structure of graded Lie algebra over Zx and it was shown in [8] that L is
free Lie algebra generated by

F , = . y y mod iV(2)
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and

Zh = zk mod N(3) (1 <k<r+n-2).

By the Magnus embedding

- , Xg, Yu .», Yg, Zu .», Z r + B_2]]B.C = Λ

of iV into the non-commutative formal power series algebra (Xj
1+Yjy Zk*-* l+Zk)> N(m) is mapped into l+Im, where lm is the ideal of Λ con-
sisting of all power series whose lowest degree is at least m (deg(-XΓy)=deg( Yy)=
1, deg(Zy)=2), and grw N is identified with the ̂ -module of homogeneous
"Lie polynomials'' of degree m. In particular Γl N(m)=l. Hence in order to

prove Claim 5, it suffices to show that the inclusions

(ft.) sjytj^N(m+l)(ί<j<g)y ukEΞN(m) (2<k<r+n-ί)

hold for all m>\. First, by the assumption (ii), (ft) holds. Suppose (#m)
holds for some m and put

Sj = Sj mod N(m+2), Γy = ίy mod N(m+2) (l<j<g)

Uk = % mod iV(

Then from (3.2.1) and Claim 4 we have

Here, <Xj9Z{> (resp. <Y"y,Z1>, <ZΛ, Z x » is the Lie subalgebra of L generated
by Xj (resp. Y;., ZA) and Zx.
By letting σ act on the relation

and considering it modulo iV(m+3), we get the following relation in L;

Σ ([5,,

Write F for £/H-.-I- Since Zr+n-x=- Σ [ ^ , y j - ' g * ^ * in gr2 N, the above
relation can be rewritten as

± ([Sj, YJ]+[XP Tj])+rψ[Uk, Zk]
(3-2.4) j = i , j ; ;

We first show that (#M) holds for some m with m>3. Let » = 1 . Then by
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(3.2.3) we have

Sj = a,Zl9 Tj = bjZ1 (l<j<g), 17* = 0 (2<k<r+n-2),

and

V=±(cjXj+d.Yj) with a^bpCp

Putting these into (3.2.4) and noting that the elements [Zu Yy], [Xjf ZJ,
[Xk, [Xp Yj]], [Yk, [Xj, Yj]] ( l < i , k<g) constitute a part of a Z,-basis in gr3 N,
we conclude that aj=bj=Cj=dj=Q; hence (#2) holds. Suppose tn=2. This
time there exist by (3.2.3) a.. bjy ck9 dk^Zι such that

Uk = ck Zk+dk Zx (2<k<r+n-2).

r + n-2

Σ ^kZky where ek^Zι an

[Xi9 FJ's. Putting these into (3.2.4) we get

r + n-2

Write V=V0-\- Σ ^kZky where ek^Zι and Vo is a linear combinations of
* 1

Σ K [ [ 4 y ] , j]+j[jy[lf j ] \ ) ψ
y — l k—2

Σ(3.2.5) = [VQf ± [Xj, Yj]]+[Vo, Σ 2 ^ ] + [ ^ i Z l f Σ [Xy, Fy]

+ f | ϊ % * Z Λ , Σ [JΓy, Ϊ O ] Γ \ Γ ± 2

Since each term except t^o* Σ [Xj> Yj]] contains some Zk (ί<k<r+n—2) and

the elements [[Xh Xm], [Xj, Yj]] {{l,m)^{j,j)) constitute a part of Z7-basis in
gr4 N whose Z/-span never contains an element including Zk, we must have

[VQ, Σ [Xj, F y]]=0. Hence * W Σ [Xp Yj] with s o m e / G Z , By replacing

wr+Λ_! by wr+n.! 4+«-i (^r+«-i=([^i, j J ' K , ^ D ' ^ r + n ^ ^i)"1) we may as-

sume that/=0 (so V0=0). Then the term [+JZ ek Zk, Σ [Xj, Yj]] in the right

hand side of (3.2.5), [Zk, [Xjf Yj]] being a generator of gr4iV, must be zero and
thus ek=0 for 2<k<r-\-n—2. Comparing the remaining terms, we easily con-
clude that

Hence, by replacing σ by Int(zTei) σ (Int(^) is the inner automorphism by an
element g), we may assume ^ = 0 , i.e., (#3) holds. When m>3, Lemma 3.2.6
below shows that (#w+i) holds and by induction our proof of Claim 5 in case

is done.
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Lemma 3.2.6. Let L be a free Lie algebra over Zt with free generators
XXy •••_, Xg, Yly •••, Yg> Zly -•*, Zr+n_2 equipped with a graduation such that deg(X;.)
=deg(Yj)=l(l<j<g) and deg(Z*)=2 (l<k<r+n-2). Let S
T ^ζYjy Zxy (l<j<g)be homogeneous elements of degree m-f-1 and U
(2<k<r-\-n—2), V^L be homogeneous elements of degree m>3. Suppose that
these elements satisfy the relation

(3.2.7)
v ' g r+n-2

= I V y s i IΛ. y 1 :\~\~ ' ' ^Ίt\

y=i 3 3 k=i

Then Sj=Tj=Uk=V=O (l<j<g, 2<k<r+n-2).

Proof. Our proof is essentially similar to that of Lemma 4.3.2 in [6]. It is
easy to see that V=0 implies Sj=Tj=Vk=0. Suppose FφO and decompose
F a s F = Σ F ( τ ) with 7 ( T )EL ( T ), where L (τ) consists of homogeneous elements
of multidegree τ={ljymjynk)ι<ιj^gΛ^k^rΛ.n^2 in (Xjy Yy, 2i0i^#,i£*£r+»-2- Let
F ^ be a component whose degree in Zx is as large as possible. Then the term
[V(ro\ ZJ from the RHS of (3.2.7) must be cancelled out by the term from the
LHS. By the assumptions 5 ; e < X ; , Z^, ΓyG<Yy, Zα> and Uk^(Zky ZXX no
two of the [Sjy Yy], [Xjy Tj] and [Uky Zk] have the term of same multidegree in
common.

Case 1. [V(τo\ ZJ is cancelled out by some term from [Sjy Yy] or [Xjy Tj].
In this case F(τo) belongs to the subalgebra <Xy, Yy, Z2> and has degree at least
1 in each Xh Yj and Zγ (because m>3). Then the term [F(V, [χ.9 Y.]] (φθ)
from the RHS of (3.2.7) is of degree at least 2 both in Xj and Yy, thus cannot
appear in the LHS. Hence it must appear in [F ( τi\ ZJ for some rv F ( τi } is in
(Xj> Yj, Zxy and of degree at least 3 both in Xj and Yy. The degree in Zx of
F ( τi } is less by 1 than that of F(τo>. Now consider [F ( τi\ [Xjy Yy]] from the
RHS, and so on. We finally get F ( V which is in <Xy, Yy>. But then
[V(τk\ [Xjy Yj]] (ΦO because m>3) cannot be cancelled out, contradiction.

Case 2. [V(τo\ ZJ is cancelled out by some term from [Uky Zk],
In this case V^ belongs to ζZky Zxy. As the degree of Uk is greater than 2, Uk

is of degree at least 2 in Zk. Thus the term [F(τo\ [Xj9 Yy]] from the RHS of
(3.2.7) cannot be cancelled out by any term from the LHS, hence it must be
cancelled out by [F ( T l \ Zk] or [V(τi\ ZJ for some τx from the RHS. Consider the
term [F ( τi\ [Zy, Yy]] in the RHS. This is of degree 2 both in Xj and Yy, hence
must be cancelled out by some [V(τ^\ Zk] or [ F ^ , ZJ from the RHS. Continu-
ing these arguments we are lead to a contradiction as in Case 1.
This settles the proof of Claim 5 when £>0.

Suppose £ = 0 . Then N=Nn is a free pro-/ group of rank r-\-n—2 genera-

ted by zk(l<k<r+n— 1), ̂ r + n_1 ^ 2 # i = l . Recall that we have put
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σzk = uk zkuj1, uk^N (2<k<r+n—

and that by Claim 4 we have

(3.2.8) tt*€Ξ<*4>*,> (2<k<r+n-2).

In this case we use the filtrations by the lower central series of N. Let

iN[m]}m^ι be the lower central series and put L= θ N[m\jN\m+\]. Then L

is a free Lie algebra over Zt on Zγ=zx mod iV[2], •••, Zr+W_2—^r+w-2 mod iV[2]

(cf. [4]). Let m be a positive integer satisfying wΛeiV[fw] for all & (2<k<r-\-n— 1)

and define £7*=% mod JV[m+l]. Then by (3.2.8) we have

(3.2.9) Uke<Zk,ZJ> (2<k<r+n-2).

The relation zr+Mmml-"Z2 z1=l applied by σ yields

[Z2,

As in the case of £>0, this with (3.2.9) implies that we may assume m>2. Then,

by Lemma 4.3.2 in [6], of which proof is valid over Zh we conclude that uk=l

for all k hence Claim 5 for £ = 0 .

Now let σ be an automorphism of Pn which satisfies the conditions of Theorem

1 and Claim 2. The final step of our proof of Theorem 1 is:

Claim 6. σ acts trivially on Pn.

Proof. Take any element a in Pn. First we claim that σ{a) cΓι is con-

jugate in Nn to some /-adic power of z. WhenαEC, this is because σ ^ α - 1 ^

C f]Nn=ζzy (Lemma A(ii)). In general, a being written as a=nc with n^Nn

and cGC, we have σ(a)=n σ(c)=nzk c=nzkn"1 a for some k^Zh Therefore,

σ{a) a'1 is conjugate in Nn to some /-adic power of z. Replacing z with z2=zi2)

(this is the second place where we need the assumption n>3 if r=0 which

ensure the existence of #(

2

n)) and C with the centralizer of z2

n\ and tracing the

arguments as before under the assumption that σ acts trivially on Nn, we con-

clude that σ(a) a"1 is conjugate in Nn also to some power of z2. If n-\-r>3,

this together with the fact that z and z2 constitute free generators of Nn implies

that σ(a) a~1 must be the identity element. If n-\-r=3, consider the relation

nz> n-1 = n' zϊ n'" 1 mod JV.[3] (=[JV., [N., Na]]).

By writing down this relation explicitly with free generators χ.yy}- (l<j<g) and

z(z2=([xuyι]"Λ[xg9yg\y1 z'1), we readily see that we must have k = k' = 0.

Therefore σ(a) cΓι must be the identity element.
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4. Galois representations

4.1. We shall now give some applications to Galois representations. Let
Xcpt be any complete smooth irreducible algebraic curve over C, given together
with r distinct C-rational points al9 •••, ar (r>0), and put X=Xept\{al9 •• ,β r}.
As before, consider the configuration space

Y=Yn = FOtn X = {(xly .-, xn)(ΞXn; x^xj (ί Φj)} ,

choose a C-rational point b=(bly ••-,#„) of Yn as base point, and look at the
algebraic fundamental group P=Pn=π1(Yny b)y the profinite completion of the
topological fundamental group πi(Yn(C)y b). For each open subgroup HdPy

let/#: (Yff, bH)->{Y9 b) be the covering corresponding to H (unique up t o ^ ) .
For each pair (Hy H

r) of subgroups of P with finite indices, and an element
g(ΞP with H'(ZgHg-\ call iH'tH(g) the unique projection (YH>, bH')-+(YHygbH).
Call M the union of C( YH) (the function field) with respect to the embeddings
U?'.iKl): C(YH)^C(YΉ) (for H'cH), which is a Galois extension over C(Y)
and for eachgePM, call i*(g) the element of Gal {MjC{Y)) defined by the sys-
tem ii%$N(g)}N<Pn.

Proposition 4.1.1. (i) M is a maximal Galois extension of C(Y) =
C((Xcpt)n) unramίfied outside the prime divisors

f [aAi {(*i, , xΛ)e(X)u; x{ = as} (l<

of Ycpi=(Xcpt)n. (ii) The homomorphism z*: Pn-^Gή(MjC(y)) is an isomor-
phism.

Proof. A theorem of Grauert-Remmert on unique extendability of par-
tial finite coverings of normal analytic spaces, and GAGA (the generalized
Riemann existence theorem, and GAGA for morphisms) [3], Exp. XII.

4.2. Call Br(Y) the set of all prime divisors of Ycpt=(Xcpt)n belonging to
(4.1.2). For each D^Br(Y), choose a point QD^\D\ (the support of Z>), an
open neighborhood UD of QD in Ycpt(C), and a biholomorphic map uD: UD^χWn

y

where W= {weC, | w \ < 1}. We require that UDf)\D'\=φ for any D'<=ΞBr{ Y)y

O'ΦD, and that UDΓ\ \D\ corresponds to {{wly •••, wn)\ ^ = 0 } via uD. Choose
any pathpD: I-*Y(C) such that^(0)=ft and ρD{l)=Qί>G UD- \D\ (7=[0, 1]).
Put uD(Q'D)=(wΊy •••, wf

n)y and let cD: I->UD— | D\ be the loop, with base point
Q'Dy defined by

u'D(cD(t)) = (wΊ cxp(2πit)y w'2y -,zo'n) (tEΞl).

Such a path pD determines, on the one hand, an element zD=zD{pD) of
Pn~nι{Yny b)y and on the other hand, an extension υD~υD{pD) to M ot the
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valuation vD of C(Y) corresponding to D. Namely, zD is the class of the loop
pΈlocD°pD, and ΰD is defined as follows. For each subgroup H of Pn with finite
index, let/*: Yψ-*Y*** be the integral closure of Ycpt in C{YH\ and pDM be
the lifting of pD to a path on YH(C) such that pD,H(0)=bH. Let F p ^ be the
unique connected component of fΈ\UD) containing PD,H{^) Then there is a
unique prime divisor Dff of Yψ lying above D such that Yc

H

pt(C) Π VDtHφφ. It
is clear that {!)#}# is a system of prime divisors of Yψ compatible with the
projections and hence corresponds to an extension υD(pD) of D to M. By con-
struction, the following assertion is obvious.

Proposition 4.2.1. i*(zD(pD)) generates the inertia group of υD(pD) in
M/C(Y) in the sense of topologicalgroups.

From now on, we shall suppress the pD and write as zDy ϋD.
4.3. WriteX*=J?1x xjr,(^==-X : forl^i^Λ) > andputΣ={l > 2, - , » } .

For each finite non-empty subset / c Σ with cardinality m (l<m<ή), call Ymj
the projection of Y on Π ^ , In particular, Y=Yn=^YnΊl. By Fadell and

ίeJ

Neuwirth ([2] Th 1.2), Y(C)->YmJ(C) is a locally trivial fiber space, and the
fiber above {bjv •••, bJm) is

Since π2(Ym,j(C))=(ί) ([2] Prop. 1.3), the above fibering induces a short homo-
topy exact sequence of topological fundamental groups

4 3 1 nlZj(C\ b") - πiYn(C\ b) = Pn

-»^(Ymj(C),b') = PmJ->l,

where b'= Π bp b"= Π bjy b=(b\ b"). In particular, when m=n—l (>1), the

kernel group in (4.3.1) is ^(X(C)\{bj (j e / ) } , b"), which is free of rank
2g-\-r-\-m— 1, where ^ is the genus of X c ί ί.

Proposition 4.3.2. If (W, w)->(Ymj, bf) is a connected finite etale covering
corresponding to HdPmj=πι(Ymj(C)ί b'), a subgroup with finite index, then the
fiber product (WxYmtJYn,wxb) is a connected finite etale covering corresponding
to the inverse image of H in πλ(Yn(C)3 b).

Proof. The fiber product covering is obviously etale, and it is connected
because each fiber of Y->Ynj is connected. By the definition of the fiber pro-
duct, an element of ^(Yn(C)> b) belongs to the image of τtι((WxYmtJ Yn) (C),
wxb) if and only if its projection on 7tx{Ymj{C)yb') belongs to the image of
πx{W(C), to) i.e., to H.

Denote by Mj the field M for YmJ. Then MrC(Y) is a Galois subexten-
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sion of M/C(Y).

Corollary 4.3.3. The normal subgroup of Pn corresponding to Mj C(Y)
viai*: P^Gal(M/C(j)) is the kernel of Pn->Pm induced by (4.3.1), and Gal
(Mj C(Y)IC(Y)) is canonίcally ίsomorphic {via /*) to Pm.

4.4. Now let k be a subfield of C such that X is defined over k and the
points cij(l<j<r) are ^-rational. Let Aut(Cjk) be the group of all automor-
phisms σ of C acting trivially on k. We can associate to each n>\ a group
homomorphism

φ = ψn: Aut (C/ft) -» Out Pn

(Pn=π1(Yfty b)y Out: the outer automorphism group) as follows. For each σG
Aut(C/k), let σ' be the unique automorphism of C(Y) which extends σ and
which acts trivially on k(Y). Note that σ' leaves the discrete valuations vD

(D^Br(Y)) invariant. By the characterization of M given in Prop. 4.1.1 (i), σ'
extends to an automorphism & of M. Identify Gal (M/C(Y)) with Pn via i*
(Prop. 4.1.1 (ii)). Then & is unique up to elements of Pn. The element of
Out Pn represented by the automorphism g-*&g&~1 of Pn is well-defined by σ,
which is the definition of <Pn{σ). For any non-empty s u b s e t / c Σ = { l , 2, •••, n}>
the homomorphism <pj—<pmJ is defined using Mjjk{Yj) instead of

φmJ: Aut(Clk) -» O u t PmJ (m = \J\).

We denote by X: A\it{Cjk)-^Zx the cyclotomic character.

Proposition 4.4.1. (i) Let D(=Br(Y) and σeAut(C/Λ). ΓA«ι φ[σ) zD~
*ϊ>(σ)(~: Pn-conjugacy). (ii) Let / c {1, 2, •••, w } J φ f ΓAβn p(σ) /«ro« ίAβ
kernel of Pn->Pm j invariant, and induces on Pmj the outer automorphism φmj(σ).

Proof, (i) Choose any prime element π of vD in k(Y), and put M*=
M(π1/n; n>\). (We cannot always choose π such that M*=M.) Since M* is a
composite of M with a Galois extension of k(Y), & extends to an automorphism
&* of M*. Let vD be as in §4.2, and extend it to a valuation ϋ% of M*. Note
that M*/C(Y) is also Galois, and call 7* the inertia group of i% in M*fC{Y).
The restriction to M gives a surjective homomorphism 7*->7 onto the inertia
group of ΰD in M/C(Y). Moreover, both 7* and 7 are topologically cyclic (the
residue characteristic being 0). Therefore, zD extends to a generator z* of 7*.
Now the valuation ί$o<^*~ of M* is an extension of the valuation υD°σ~ι=υD of
C(Y). Therefore, there exists s*GΞGal(M*IC(Y)) such that 5$o**-1=Sίo J*-\
Comparison of inertia groups gives:

— s* z$* s*~

with some α G Z x . By applying the Kummer character
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K*: Gal (M*/C(Y)) -> Z(l) = lim μM

to both sides of (*), noting that κjjs%) is a generator of Z{\), we obtain

Therefore,

if s^Gdλ{MIC(Y))=Pn is the restriction of s*. This settles (i). The asser-
tion (ii) is obvious from the definitions.

4.5. Now we shall fix a prime number / and denote by Pny Pmj etc. the
maximal pro-/ quotient of Pny Pmj, etc. (i.e., the pro-/ completions of the cor-
responding topological fundamental groups). Then the passage to the pro-/
quotient Pn->Pn induces from φny φmj the representations <pn, φmj of Aut(C/k)
in Out Pn, Out PmJy etc.

The second main result of this paper is the following

Theorem 2. Let Xcpt be a complete smooth absolutely irreducible curve

of genus g over a subfield k of C, and alf ~ ,ar ber distinct k-rational points of Xcpt.

Let I be a prime number and φH(n=l> 2, •••) be the representations of Aut(C/&)

in Out Pn defined from the data X=Xcpt\{aly -~,ar}, via the outer action of

Aut(Cyfc) on Pu=7ttrβ-ι(FQ,n X). Then

Kef φn = Ker φn^ ,

if either g>l and n-\-r>3, or g=0 and n-\-r > 5. In particular, if g>ί and r>l,
or g=0 and r > 3 , then

Ker φn = Ker φx.

Proof. Note first that φmJ is induced from φn by the canonical projection
Pn-*-Pmj. In particular, φn-λ is a quotient representation of <pn; hence Ker

Now to prove the opposite inclusion, let σ be any element of Ker φn-\. We
shall show that φn(σ)^OvX Pn satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. Let
%7: Aut(C/k)->Zf be the /-cyclotomic character. Then by Prop. 4.4.1 (i) we
have

(#) <P*(<r) ZD~*yσ) (~: PΛ-conjugacy).

But since σ GKer φl9 σ acts trivially on the abelianization of π{ro~ι(X). If
r > 2 , this together with (#) gives %/(<r)=l. If g>l, then the determinant of
the action of σ on the abelianization of π{ro~\Xcpt) is %/(σ); hence, again, %/(σ)
= 1. If ̂ = 0 and r< 1, we may assume n>4 and hence also that σ acts trivially
on P3, and hence also on

Ker(P3 ~> P2) = πr°-ι(X-(r+2pts)).

On the other hand, σ raises parabolic conjugacy classes to their %/(σ )-th power.
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Therefore, Xι{σ)=\ in all cases. Therefore, by (#), the assumption (crl) of

Theorem 1 is satisfied.

To check (σ2), we may assume ι=». First, by Prop. 4.4.1 (ii), φn{σ)

leaves N(

n

n) invariant. Secondly, to see that it acts trivially on NP/NPft), con-

sider the projection Pn->Plι[n). Its restriction to N(

n

n) is a homomorphism onto

πiro~ι(X, bn), induced from the natural homomorphism

πx(X\ibx, - , &„-!>, ft.) -> π,(X, bn)

by pro-/ completion. Moreover, this homomorphism N{

n

n)-+πpiro~ι(Xy bn) com-

mutes with the action of σ, and the kernel (being generated by loops around

bι, '">ft«-i) is contained in N(

n

n)(2). Since 0>i(σ)=l, σ acts trivially on zrίrβ~7

(X,hn), and hence also on Nin)/N(

n

n)(2). Therefore, (σ2) is also satisfied.

Therefore, by Theorem 1, φn(σ)=l.
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